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ABSTRACT 

In many engineering applications, commonly used objects can be treated as compound pendulum. Some of these regularly used 

applications are a drumstick, a tennis racquet, a baseball bat, a sword or a cricket bat etc. It is a body which is fixed about a pivot 

point and can oscillate freely which is known as a pendulum. When a horizontal force is applied anywhere on the body and 

allowed to swing freely from its equilibrium position, then the gravity force will attempt to return the body to its mean position and 

at the same time its inertia force will make it to go beyond. Thus, the body (pendulum) will swing back and forth. This paper 

studies the importance of center of percussion in such objects and their various applications are discussed. It presents the dynamic 

analysis of a compound pendulum subjected to a horizontal force and an alternative analytical and graphical approach to locate 

the center of percussion (COP. The graph showing the variation of the horizontal shock at the pivot point with respect to the 

location of the impact force clearly finds the COP. The COP is also known as a “sweet spot” as the horizontal reaction or the 

shock at the pivot point vanishes which creates a case of „no shock‟. This also creates the minimum vibrations to the swinging 

body.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In many engineering applications of objects of sports viz. baseball bat, tennis racquet and automotive vehicles, the 

importance of dynamics of motion and the subsequent vibrations is very important aspect of design looking at the 

comfort and safety. Some other applications are a drumstick, a sword, hammer blow and a cricket bat etc. These 

commonly used objects can be treated as a compound pendulum for analysis.  It is a body which is fixed about a pivot 

point and can oscillate freely which is known as a pendulum. When a horizontal force is applied anywhere on the body 

and allowed to swing freely from its equilibrium position, then the gravity force will attempt to return the body to its 

mean position and at the same time its inertia force will make it to go beyond. Thus, the body (pendulum) will swing 

back and forth. This action of the force creates a horizontal reaction at the pivot point and with this shock; the vibrations 

are created in the object and an uncomfortable shock is felt. The center of percussion (COP) is a very important location 

such that it creates a case of „no shock‟. This COP is also known as a “sweet spot” as the horizontal reaction or the shock 

at the pivot point vanishes. This also creates the minimum vibrations to the swinging body.  

The English mathematician John Wallis noticed that impacted body begins to rotate upon experiencing an impulsive 

force, and concluded that the percussion or striking of a moving body can be greatest at a particular point the so-called 

“Center of Percussion” in which the whole percussion force of the body can be concentrated [1].  

Any rigid body pivoted at a point other than its center of mass will oscillate about the pivot point under its own 

gravitational force and is known as compound pendulum described in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1: Compound Pendulum adapted from [2] 

 

The various points of importance as per the analysis are shown in the above Figure 1 as O, „Point of Suspension‟, G, 

„Center of Mass‟, d „Distance between Point of Suspension and Center of Mass‟ and A „Center of Percussion‟. It is 

observed that, no matter whether the body is pivoted from Point of Suspension (O) or Center of Percussion (A), its 

natural frequency remains the same. 

The fundamental basis of locating COP is that the natural frequency of the object remains same if the suspension point 

and centre of percussion are interchanged. These basic equations to find the frequency and time period and to locate the 

position of COP [2] are described below in Equations 1 to 6.  
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where Io is the mass moment of inertia about axis O, m is the mass of the body and g is the acceleration due to gravity. 

 is the angular displacement and  is the angular acceleration of the body. 
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The mass moment of inertia Io is found  
2
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where OK and CGK  are the radii of gyration about the axis O and centre of gravity G respectively. 
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Then, the mass moment of inertia about point O is written as, 
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By substitution in Equation 3, period of oscillation becomes 
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From the equivalent length of the compound pendulum as lequ,  
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And if the line OG is extended to point A such that, 
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Giving  

lequ = GA +d = OA 

 

Also, frequency of simple pendulum is    
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Thus the above equation shows the significant fact that no matter whether the body is pivoted from Point of Suspension 

(O) or Center of Percussion (A), its natural frequency remains the same. 

2. APPLICATION 

The concepts of compound pendulum and center of percussion can be used in many practical applications as 

discussed below and shown in Figure 2. 

1. In case of baseball bat, if a ball strikes at the center of percussion of the bat while the center of 

oscillation is at the hands, then shock will not be produced on the bat. This results in zero reaction at 

the hands. 

2. The shape of a hammer is so made that it should have the center of percussion at the hammer head 

while the center of suspension at the handle. Because of this design the impact force at the hammer 

head will not cause any reaction at the handle. This concept is also used in the design of Izod impact 

testing apparatus where the specimen is suitably notched and held in a vise fixed to the base of the 

machine. A pendulum is released from a standard height, and the free end of the specimen is struck by 

the pendulum as it passes through its lowest position. The deformation and bending of the pendulum 

can be reduced if the center of percussion is located near the striking edge. 

3. In an automotive vehicle, if the front wheels went through a bump, the passengers will not feel any 

reaction if the center of percussion of the vehicle is located near the rear axle.  

4. In hand-held weapons, a sword will handle effectively if it is balanced properly and the “sweet spot” 

Center of Percussion exhibits the lowest tendency to vibrate. Thus, the sweet spot is the most effective 

portion of the blade to strike the target with. 

 
Figure 2: Some of the applications 

3. METHODOLOGY 

As described above the COP can be located based on the basic equations of motion as given earlier.  

A graphical approach of determining the centre of percussion is presented in this study. For the same, using the basic 

equations of motion of dynamics, a computer program is written using a worksheet.  A sample problem [3] of a 

compound pendulum is analytically and graphically solved. It consists of a rod suspended from a horizontal axis at a 

position A and of length 1.83 m weighing 89 N welded to a 0.61 m diameter cylinder weighing 133.5 N. A horizontal 

force P = 178 N is applied to the assembly at a distance‟d‟ from A as shown in Figure 3.   
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Figure3: Sample problem of a compound pendulum [3] 

The problem is solved by varying the location of horizontal force „P‟. Based on the distance„d‟, the horizontal reaction,  

„Ah‟ at pivot point A varies and its variation is shown in a graph drawn between Ah and d.  The position of „P‟ which 

produces zero horizontal reaction is the location of centre of percussion. At this location shock produced at COP is zero 

and hence the induced vibrations become zero or negligible which is an important aspect in the dynamics of many 

mechanical systems and automotive vehicles. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The free body diagram of the compound pendulum showing the reactions at pivot point and the various forces including 

the effects of dynamics of body are shown in Figure 4. The mass of the rod is „m1‟, mass of the cylinder is „m2‟ and the 

angular acceleration is „α‟. 

 

 P = 178 
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Figure 4: Free body diagram of the compound pendulum  

 

A sample calculation for d=2.1 m is given below. 

M.I. about A Rod L = 1.82 m I1 about A = 10.017 

 

   

W = 89 N 

  

kg m
2
 

 

          

  

Cylinder radius = 0.31 m I2 about A = 62.395 

 

   

W = 133.5 N 

  

kg m
2
 

 

          

 

Total MI about A = 72.412 kg m
2
 

     

          

 

P * d = (MI about A) * α 

 

P = 178 N 

  

 

178 * 0.61 =  72.412 * α d = 2.1 m 

  

 

α = 5.162 rad / s*s 

      

          inertia force on rod =  42.618 N 
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inertia force on cylinder =  149.631 N 

     

 

So, Ah = -14.249  N 

      

 

The table shown beside shows Ah and α for 

different values of d. 

      For, Ah = 0, (inertia force on rod + inertia force on cylinder) = P 

   

          

 

inertia force on rod =  8.256 * α 

    

 

inertia force on cylinder =  28.986 * α 

    

          

 

So,  37.242 * α  = 178 

    

   

α = 4.780 rad / s*s 

    

 

and,  

 

d = 1.944 m 

     

 

For this sample problem, the centre of percussion lies at a distance of 1.944m as shown in the graph in Figure 5.  

 
 Figure 5: Variation of Horizontal reaction „Ah‟ with location of force P„d‟ 

5. CONCLUSION 

In many engineering applications of objects in sports and automotive vehicles, the location of centre of 

percussion is an important design concern and criteria as it produces a „no shock‟ condition. Their design is 

based on the dynamic conditions and the variation of geometry of the object.  

This paper has presented an alternative method to locate the centre of percussion using the basic dynamic 

equations with a graphical approach. 
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